
VERITAS Simone - Strong partner for sewing projects

The VERITAS Simone can sew up to 1200 stitches per minute. 

It can be used with 2, 3 or 4 threads. The tension of the upper threads can 
be adjusted individually for all 4 threads, resulting in an optimum seam pat-
tern. The stitch lengths and widths can be continuously adjusted with the 
clearly arranged adjustment dials, even during the sewing process. With 12 
stitch programs, Simone offers a comprehensive stitch package that makes 
all overlock sewing jobs possible. Thanks to the colored markings, threading 
the hook and needle is also easy.

Rolled hem made easy

Experts know: The rolled hem is one of the supreme disciplines in tailoring. An 
airy summer skirt, a fine decorative cushion or a sweet little children‘s dress are 
only really rounded off by a softly undulating final seam. With VERITAS Simone, 
it can now be done without any trial and error or changing of feet. Simply fold 
over the slider for the chainstitch, and a rolled hem is created that is as even 
as it is decorative.

Desired effects and puffy sleeves are no problem

With the VERITAS Simone, the differential feed can be finely adjusted to pre-
vent skewed seams or unwanted puckering even with stretch fabrics. For par-
ticularly unusual effects, the puckering can again be used selectively: Simply 
adjust the differential feed, and imaginative puffed sleeves are no longer a 
problem.

Comfort at all levels

The tension of the upper threads can be adjusted individually for all 4 threads 
so that an optimum seam pattern is created. Stitch length and width can also 
be infinitely adjusted via equally clear adjustment dials, even during the se-
wing process. This allows great creative freedom comfortably in the blink of 
an eye.



Address / Company stamp

Simone de Beauvoir was a French writer, 
philosopher and feminist. Under the influ-
ence of her partner Jean-Paul Sartre, she de-
veloped into the most important existentia-
list writer in France. Her breakthrough came 
with her book „The Second Sex.“ The work 
is considered the foundation of the second 
wave of feminism and for women‘s and gen-
der studies. 

A milestone in the women‘s 
movement
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Origin:            Vietnam

EAN:            7640105924851

Pieces per pallet: 30 pcs.

Packaging dimensions:                  39 x 33 x 39 cm

Container 20‘ / 40‘ / 40‘ HC:     600 / 1200 / 1400 pcs.

Net weight: 9,5 kg

Gross weight: 10,9 kg

Machine dimensions: 32 x 29 x 32 cm

Tariff of duties: 84521090

Further information

Accessories
Instruction manual DE, EN, FR, IT 4 Cones (pre-threaded)

Instruction manual DK, SE, NL, CZ 4 Spool discs

Foot controller 4 Thread nets

Tweezers 4 Cone holders

Screwdriver small & large Wrench

Dust cover Spare knife

Quality needles Dust bin 

Brush Two thread converter

Stitch finger   

Specifications
12 stitch programs such as rolled hem, narrow hem, 
4-, 3- and 2-thread overlock stitch Pre-threaded

75 - 1200 stitches per minute with electronic speed 
control Stitch length adjustable from 0 - 4,5 mm

Adjustable cutting width Stitch width adjustable from 4 - 7 mm

Thread cutter Differential feed dogs

Dust bin Adjustable thread tension

4-3-2 thread overlock machine Adjustable presser foot pressure

Clear color-coded thread guide Solid construction

Bobbin threader Suitable for light and strong fabrics
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